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Delicious chicken recipes for all occasions - Quick and Easy.Packed with tasty recipes, 150 Easy
Classic Chicken Recipes offers specialty dishes in 9 sections from Skillet and Spanish-Style
Chicken to Boneless Oven-Cooked Chicken. You will find a new twist on old favorite recipes plus
many new recipes....all easy to make.Browse through the pages of 150 Easy Classic Chicken
Recipes to find just the right recipe. With favorites like Chicken-Chili Casserole or Greek Cinnamon
Chicken to Spinach Chicken Enchiladas, there is sure to be a recipe that will please even the most
picky eater in your family.When you're armed with these winning chicken recipes, you'll never run
short on inspiration for quick and delicious dishes to welcome friends and family home.Inside
youâ€™ll find recipes that include:- Classics like Lemon Chicken and Teriyaki Chicken- Spicy dishes
such as Hot Jalapeno Chicken and Chicken with Black Beans Enchiladas- Hearty skillet dishes
including Garden Chicken Skillet and Linguine Abbasini- Faves such as Blackened Chicken and
Chicken Chow Mein- Tasty assortment of soups including Chicken Tortellini Soup and Chicken
Tomato Soup- Slow cooker recipes like Honey Barbeque Chicken and Crockpot CacciatoreDelicious oven dishes like Stuffed Chicken Breasts and Polynesian Chicken
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This time of year when it is really cold, I am always looking for a different casserole to make. The
chicken corn casserole is perfect for this season! It is in the oven as I write this and I will admit that I
switched the Velveeta cheese for Vermont cheddar (which I always have in house)....The crockpot
cacciatore sounds delicious as well. With mushrooms, green pepper, crushed tomatoes, basil, red
wine, onion soup plus the chicken, this one will be on my agenda this weekend. The only thing I will
add is a about a half teaspoon of sugar to take care of a little acidity from the tomatoes.. (Yes, Mom
always told me to do this!).In addition to the excellent choices listed, there are also a lot of tips on
cooking, braising, stewing, roasting and baking. I was also pleased to see that it tells about brining.
Also, salads and microwave dishes are included.Just an excellent assortment of recipes and will be
a welcome addition to your cookbook collection.Most highly recommended.Edited to provide
feedback on the chicken corn casserole. It is out of the oven and I am now able to say it is really
good! Am glad I selected that one first and also that I had the ingredients...

This has a super variety of chicken recipes in it. There's oven recipes and skillet recipes. Since I
love to bake more, I prefer the ones for the oven, however the skillet recipes are also fabulous.The
main reasons that I really love this cookbook:1 There are 150 different, and in a good way different
recipes. Since I prefer chicken to beef, pork etc, I need to widely vary my recipes.2 These recipes
call for many regular items Ikeep in my pantry. Since I have the chicken and most of the other
ingredients, I can use this cookbook to create a delicious meal quickly.3 There are many recipes I
now call my favorites, however, my favorite-favorites are:* Chicken Tomato Pizza* Chicken
Tetrazzini* Easy Chicken Casserole* Chicken With PotatoesIf you love chicken, I think you will love
this cookbook....I know I love it.

This quick and easy cookbook is loaded with simple recipes for 150 chicken dishes. As I was
reading the book my mouth was already watering so I started compiling my grocery list right
then!The recipes themselves are pretty good. The ones that I have tried all turned out great and
were delicious. The recipes are organized in an easy to understand way that is great for having on
my kitchen counter when I'm cooking. There's lots of good concepts here on the topic of cooking
chicken and I know that I'm going to get a lot of value out of these recipes.Overall, Good cookbook
with some great recipes.

My husband loves chicken so, after reading all the positive reviews I purchased him this cookbook.

Well, many recipes have various names but, take essentially the same ingredients. It does offer
recipes with bone in, boneless and rotisserie chicken. It is simple enough (mostly handy ingredients
that people have) but, the repetition was disappointing.

This is a huge compilation of over 150 chicken recipes by Bonnie Scott. The price is also a great
value for such a large cookbook.The recipes are well written and contain an amazing assortment of
boneless and bone-in chicken recipes. The instructions are so clear! Ingredients are simple items
you probably have on hand in your pantry. You will find recipes that taste great, are quick and easy
to prepare, some old recipes recalled from grandma and some new recipes.Some of the recipes you
will find in this cookbook include:Polynesian ChickenHoney Mustard Chicken And
VegetablesSpinach Chicken EnchiladasTortilla Chip SoupCoconut-Cherry ChickenEasy Chinese
Chicken With VegetablesOrange-Glazed ChickenChicken Hungarian GoulashChicken On Angel
Hair Pasta

I have made several recipes from this book. However, one thing I had to do is tweak the seasoning
because my husband loves excessive seasoning. Some of these recipes are also very easy and
quick to make. I have a very limited imagination when it comes to making chicken. My favorite is the
mushroom chicken.

OMG! This is the best chicken recipe book ever!! I cannot believe all the great chicken recipes that
are included in this book. There are chicken ideas that I would have never thought of in a million
years. I could not believe there are so many things that can be done with chicken. One of my
resolutions this year was to be more creative in the kitchen, so I am looking forward to preparing all
of these wonderful recipes for my family. My husband is definitely going to be surprised. Also, all the
recipes seem easy and really inexpensive to make. Love, Love, Love this book!!! I canâ€™t stress
love enough. I highly recommend purchasing it!! Two thumbs up!!!

This is my favorite go-to chicken cookbook.As the title indicates, the recipes are classic and easy to
make.The recipes include a variety of different cuisines and are full of flavor and at the same time,
they use common ingredients and are quick to assemble and cook. I've made many of the recipes
from this book so far and not one has dissapointed. Yuuuuuum.My only problem: not buying this
book sooner!!! All around, a great and versatile chicken cookbook.
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